Contemporary Personalities
That he is conscious of this circumstance himself
is a wholly delightful characteristic which his friends	" v
value, and it is quite unimportant to ask what his
enemies think; for he has none. I do not know
whether the story is true that he recommended his	* " * - k
chauffeur for the Victoria Cross in the early days of
the war; and when asked what in particular he had
done, replied, with bland surprise : "H^ has driven	V
me everywhere I have been in the last three months ! "
If the story is untrue, it is at least ben trovato^ for
Jack Seely, who has always been utterly indifferent
to physical risk, counting his life nothing if^a worthy
object were on the other side of the scale, capable
of exceptional courage, at once cool and spiritual in
its highest manifestation, has always frankly enjoyed
discussing and describing what he has achieved.
The trait is, as I have said, Latin rather than Anglo-
Saxon, and the true ancestor of our General was	.f	*~.
Brigadier Etienne Gerard.	^
General Seely was brought up to the Bar, and it	***        ^
is reported of him that on a memorable occasion he	. „,.    .., .
unsuccessfully defended a person accused of murder.
As his client was leaving the dock after the sombre
allocution from the Bench, his counsel intercepted
his exit and observed : " It will p,t least be a satis
faction to you to know before you face your Maker	%
that everything which forensic ability could contri
bute has been done on your behalf.55
But  the  Bar  was  not  destined  to  shackle  its
manacles  on  a  spirit  so   ^bullient,„ knd  when  the	^
-'South  African  War  broke  out  Seely  gained  leave	v
from the War Office to raise a squadron of the Hamp
shire Yeomanry, in which he was a Captain.    The	* •
congestion  of the  moment  rendered  it  impossible
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